
MASCULINITY SEXUALITY AND VIOLENCE IN PECKINPAHS 1971 STRAW

DOGS

"I got them all": (Deconstructing Masculinity through Violence in Rape and sexual harassment of women are presented
as results of th antagonistic dynamism of Straw Dogs, released in , was Peckinpah's first non-Western film. Even.

The home invasion scene may be the touchstone of Straw Dogs, but it's the rape scene in the center of the
movie in terms of time and storyboard that lingers most. Sensing David's weakness, Charlie and his men leer
at Amy with impunity. The response of the clinical psychologists was that the present version of Straw Dogs
was not harmful and was not likely to encourage an interest in rape or abusive behaviour towards women. The
only beauty he allows himself is in eroticism and violenceâ€”which he links by an extraordinary aestheticizing
technique. Peckinpah insisted on George, an unknown actress at that time. The tight-bodiced moralism of the
Code -- which forbade everything from seeing a couple in bed together to "brutal killings" to insulting clergy
-- hangs in the background of Straw Dogs, a film whose aim is to unearth the base impulses of humanity, the
impulses which in Peckinpah's view no Code could ever truly repress. During the early s Straw Dogs was
made available on home video in the original cinema version. The Package Being Criterion, you expect a
release of the highest quality, and again they deliver. It was the complicated nature of the rape scene that led to
censorship difficulties for Straw Dogs. The rape is one of the few truly erotic sequences on film, and the
punches that subdue the wife have the exquisite languor of slightly slowed-down motion. David's base nature
proves as bloodthirsty as Charlie's, yet he's the one driving off into the night in the end. The promotional copy
for the Criterion Collection edition of Straw Dogs, released relatively early in the Collection's history but now
given a Blu-ray update, claims that the film "lays out [Peckinpah's] eloquent and bloody vision of humanity. A
focus group of 26 people viewed Straw Dogs, with 20 people accepting 18 uncut as the most appropriate
category, five suggesting only minor cuts, and only one favouring rejection. In defending his home, David
becomes a lone man on the English frontier, not unlike the characters in Peckinpah's Westerns. When David
proves ineffective at challenging the other men, Amy begins acting out against David. The irony that David
has absconded to the UK to escape the Vietnam War, only to land himself in the midst of another conflict, is
another damnation of his passivity, as are the circumstances in which he finally breaks. We see the power-play
of an insecure, passive man, one unable to assert himself against other men, smothering his wife to
compensate. The goal of the movie is to demonstrate that David enjoys the killing, and achieves his manhood
in that self-recognition. Stephen Murphy recommended a number of small changes to the film to reduce its
levels of violence a reduction to the second part of the rape scene and the toning down of some of the
climactic violence, in particular that involving a man trap. You can see why Peckinpah loaded the dice against
David at the beginning: he had to make David such a weakling that only killing could rouse him to manhood.
Straw Dogs is a shotgun blast to that idea. In the view of the movie, the yokels deserve their deaths. The
setting is a Cornish village and a lonely farmhouse on the moor that the American mathematicianâ€”he hits a
grant to work on celestial navigationâ€”and his English wife have moved into. For Macaulay Culkin's
character in Home Alone, the attempted home robbery by two bumbling thieves provides him the chance to
prove his worth after being abandoned by his family.


